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ABSTRACT

The article addresses the problems of concord of objectively existing processes occurring in the modes of manufacture of the modern globalised society and subjective perceptions of scientists, politics, state regarding uses of their results in the interest of the business, the person and the humanity. Key findings: Peculiarities of functioning and development of the modern economy and society connected with quality changes in movers, value orientations and motivations under the globalisation and Industry 4.0 have been substantiated. The methodological paradigm of the economic policy in the conditions of the global transformations has been identified. Contradictions of the neoliberalism as the methodological paradigm of the economic policy have been revealed. It has been found that the approaches and principles of the economic policy based on neoliberalism will result (and they do result, on an increasing scale) in exacerbation of inequality and hence the polarization of society, unemployment and transformation of the part of the active population to the precariat. It has been reasoned that the post-neoliberal paradigm of the economic policy development in the countries of the world is being formed as an alternative to the neoliberal paradigm and it focuses on governments’ change in attitude to the poor, on the development of the social consensus based on the principles of the economic growth requirements as well as on the sensitivity to the challenges of the poverty and society. Conclusions: the authors have reasoned and proven that the actions of the scientists, business and politics relating to the methodological paradigm of the economic policy of the development in the conditions of the global transformations and the Industry 4.0 should be grounded on the following principles and tasks: considering the dynamics of the transformation of the strategic goals and architectonics of the world economy and the society in the 21st century; achieving dominance build on the Industry 4.0 opportunities, as well as on the human-centric values of economic development intrinsic to human civilisation; limitation of excessively subjective beliefs of politicians and government officials regarding the contents of such a development which are often based in such features as low or insufficient education, knowledge, competencies, lack of significant experience, and, therefore, organisation capital and strategic thinking — which is dangerous as may generate chaos and entropy processes; therefore, the key principle of the conscious scientific way of forming the modern economic policy models should be overcoming the inertia of the paradigmatic thinking based on the absolutization of neoliberal paradigm; promoting the genesis of the post-neoliberal type of thinking with all the subjects of economic life.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the conditions when the countries and the people of the world join into unified whole, where every component, every element of the globalised economic and social system directly depend on another one and impacts on the possibilities of the other element, the need in reflection and considering of the value orientation philosophy, strategic goals and key focuses and forms of economic and social development is not just relevant but urgent. Indeed, to form the conceptual theoretical economic policy model in conditions of the multi-polar world and pluralistic economy, it is necessary, first, to understand the
substantial basics and trends of those qualitative changes occurring in all areas of the public life based on the principles of the Industry 4.0, and, secondly, to perform the political and economic analysis of the values and instruments of the economic policy in the institutional field, of both human-centric and transhumanistic paradigm of development from the perspective of the opportunities of further existence and self-development of the human and the human civilisation.

The problem of formation of the methodological paradigm of the economic policy remains an actual issue of the agenda at the level of the global partnership. Particularly, when analysing the challenges of the new industrial revolution productive potential use, the founder and president of the World Economic Forum in Davos (Switzerland) Klaus Schwab stresses on two factors “of concern”: First, he believes, “current level of management and realising of the running changes in all the areas is extremely low compared to the need in the rethinking of economic, social and political systems to meet the challenges of the fourth industrial revolution”; secondly, as K. Schwab underlines, “the global-level consecutive, positive and unified concept which could identify the opportunities and challenges of the fourth industrial revolution and which is of crucial significance for various strata and communities to be involved into the process as well as for prevention of the negative reaction of society for the occurring dramatic shift is also absent” [19].

In fact, K. Schwab speaks of the necessity to form a qualitatively new theoretical outlook at the nature of social and economic processes in the globalised society on the basis of which the modern methodological paradigm of the economic theory as such, the methodological paradigm of the economic policy and the prospective paradigm of outlining the social and economic principles and purposes for the future could be formulated.

Dramatic qualitative changes occurring in the technological method of manufacturing and in the modern organisational and economical architectonics of the world, economic, social and civilisational development based on marginal overload of the planet resources and environment, individualisation and atomisation of the intellectual labour, hectic robotization of the whole social reproduction cycle — all this require a new philosophic and paradigmatic comprehension of prospects and possible variants of further existence of the human, humanity, society. Deep comprehension of peculiarities of functioning and development of the modern economy and society associated with the qualitative changes in the movers, goals, value orientations and motivations under the globalisation and the fourth industrial revolution, being mirrored in the qualitatively new institutional structuring of their architectonics, without doubt, will promote such tasks solution.

At the same time, exploring the contradictions accompanying the global transformation process, ways of their impact on the formulation of first priority tasks and focal points of the economic policy is an important component of this economic policy methodologic paradigm analysis.

### 1.1. Problem statement

The first practical step to forming a new theoretical view at the nature and possible ways of development of processes occurring in the globalised society economy, on the basis of the modern political economy should be, in our opinion, recognition and considering the reality of existing interdependence between the level of economic theory development, quality of politicians’ scientifically substantiated political and economical way of thinking and level of productive capacity of certain national economic, social and political system in general.

As Milton Friedman marked in his work “The Methodology of Positive Economics”, “A fundamental hypothesis of science is that appearances are deceptive and that there is a way of looking at or interpreting or organizing the evidence that will reveal superficially disconnected and diverse phenomena to be manifestations of a more fundamental and relatively simple structure.” [17] These “deceptive appearances” and “simplicity” of the everyday public life problems (that large majority of politicians and economic agents take for the essence of the phenomena, processes, interests and trends and build certain political, economic, social concepts and economic policy models on the basis of such superficial, distorted picture of the reality) evoke constantly growing need in economic theory relevant to the demand of the time, and, therefore, in a new paradigm of research and perception of the constantly changing world, beyond which paradigm it is practically impossible to understand and use for the good of society a real fundamental nature and synergy of phenomena and processes.

### 1.2. Related work

The following features of the reality existing in the globally transformed economy and social life define the relevant focuses of scientific research: 1) the most powerful technological revolution in the history mankind, by creating the makings for meeting all the urgent essential needs of the subjects of economic and social life on the planet, simultaneously forms principally new opportunities and means of influence on the processes of managing the very life of human beings, their state of mind, wishes, emotions, etc.; 2) change of living conditions under influence of the Industry 4.0 is an extremely actual challenge and a threat for the existence of both a separate individual and the society in whole in the field of our civilisation value orientations. Namely, these were the focal points where the most prominent theorists ramped up their investigations into the causes and ways of possibly avoiding these challenges and threats. In particular, Klaus Schwab [19], Klaus Schwab and Nicholas Davis [20], Eric Drexler [5], Eric S. Reinert [13], John Markoff [9], Tew Blumart [2], Martin Ford [16], John Brokman [18] and other contemporary researchers have explored the topic of the technical and economic paradigm formation and use with a sufficient depth. However, this is obviously insufficient for comprehension of persistent problems and ways of further development of the globalised society in the long run. Since, first, the global economy under the
Industry 4.0 is not only concentration of humankind’s opportunities on the basis of joining efforts, new quality of interoperation of national economies and societies, forming of philosophy and real basics of pluralistic economy, but also a new philosophy of value orientations, methods and forms of economic development, key exclusive factor of world-view paradigm shift of the scientists, politicians, government officials. It requires dramatic changes from the society, separate social groups and people of the planet, beyond which the civilisational resonance is impossible, that is a systemic balance between the needs and possibilities of further mankind existence as a certain institutionalised social and socialised form of life. Secondly, the deployment of inter-related in the time and space processes of the Industry 4.0 and a globalised economy is complicated not only by subjective perception of changes occurring at the planet but also by the depth of those potential opportunities, real challenges and contradictions which accompany these changes creating mega threats to preservation of fundamental values of existing human civilisation owing to erroneous idea of marginally possible bounds of those values transformation, even under limitless resources of nanotechnological revolution and economic, political, spiritual, ethical freedom engendered by this revolution. Thirdly, as E. S. Reinert marks, “in the era of a paradigm shift society falls into a state of confusion. A similar situation is relevant for modern science: we have a significant number of researches and conclusions, and some of them refute the other ones”. Meanwhile, as the quoted scientist marks, “a combination of various paradigms may lead us to begin choosing driven by our own interests — national or any other ones. If it is to our advantage, we shall say that the world is round, and if it is not, we shall say that it is flat” [13].

1.3. Goals of research

The goals of the research are: first, substantiating in the methodological bounds of the global political economy and institutional theory of new philosophical and paradigmatic comprehension of prospects and possible variants of further existence of an individual, mankind, society; secondly, presentation of the new world picture, particularly, peculiarities of functioning and development of modern economy and society relating to qualitative changes in movers, goals, value orientations, and motivations in conditions of the globalisation and fourth industrial revolution being mirrored in a qualitatively new institutional structuring of their architeconics; thirdly, the identification of economic policy methodological paradigm under the global transformations, specifically Industry 4.0.

2. BACKGROUND. METHODOLOGICAL PARADIGM OF ECONOMIC POLICY OF DEVELOPMENT

2.1. What is a paradigm?

Understanding the role and functions of the methodological paradigm of research as a certain scientific principle and an approach to the existing problems analysis is especially relevant relating to the economic policy. The paradigm after T. Kuhn is: “ Universal achievements that for a time provide model problems and solutions to a community of practitioners” [21]. For the purposes of the given article, we support the definition given by E. V. Ksenchuk: “It is the concept uniting the practitioners in community and, vice versa, the community of scientific practitioners consists of the people accepting a certain paradigm” [8]. This scientist underlines: “If people speak different languages they discover it at the moment when the conversation starts. If people are in different paradigms toward the subject of their interest, they may spend months and years before they understand what is the reason of their failure to understand each other and of the absence of progress in their business” [8].

A known modern philosopher A. Selivanov formulates the key principle of the modern paradigm of research as follows: The world as an existing material and ideal being that manifests in the form of an infinite number of objects remaining in a constant movement. The movement is a category meaning the aggregate of the specific processes of movement. The movement as a characteristic of the universe (world building) existence is attributive in the sense that it is intrinsic to every object of reality and, respectively, to all their aggregate (to everything that exists), i.e. there are no objects without movement, there is no movement without the object (emphasis is ours). And further: “The movement as a category incorporates two types of processes — the processes of interoperation and processes of state change (the very processuality). Interoperaions and change of states which are attributive to the objects: a) if the object exists then it changes its states: there are no unchangeable states and no objects in unchangeable states; b) if the object exists, it interoperares, if the object does not interoperate with some other object of the material world, it does not exist for this world; absolutely closed (locked) objects do not exist (does not exist in the given world and for the given world)” [15] (emphasis our own — the authors).

2.2. Human-centric and transhumanistic paradigms

Understanding of philosophic and methodologic bases of transformation of modern economy value orientations should be, in our opinion, focused on deepening investigation of direct interdependence between the level
of concord of key economy agents (in national and regional bounds, in global commercial field), level of worker’s development and public production as well as the level of society’s needs realisation in respect of the culture, spirituality, ethic norms, and, first of all, in the field of intellectual labour and business in the intellectual field. Those are the factors forming one or another quality of the value orientations system of economy, individual or society in general and identify their human-centric or transhumanistic focus.

Only recently the economic science has formulated the essence of the human-centric paradigm of socio-economic development, for which the underlying principles are comprehension of the following points: first, “the mover of the historical development... consists in the methods of harmonic self-accommodation of activities of freely acting humanitarian beings”; secondly, “new philosophy of the history, serving as universal civilisational non-ethnic, non-class ideology of humanity self-becoming, does not have historic bounds”; thirdly, “the value of life lies in the embodying of fundamental social constants, humanitarian absolutes in it”; fourthly, “decent promotion to material and spiritual freedom, full self-actualisation through social and existential progress, ascension to humanitarian heights form the axis of life” [7].

Unfortunately, the above-cited philosophical principles of comprehension the essence of human-centric paradigm regarding the orientation for growth of a modern socio-economic system, which once have been worded by world-renowned philosopher V. V. Ilyin, do not remove contradictions stemming from the very nature of the human being characterised as follows: “the paradoxicality of a human being lies in the duality of nature: he is the ego designing the world and he is the object existing in the world” (emphasis our own) [7]. Under these circumstances, we deem appropriate to actualise exploration of the interrelation of the well-known human-centric paradigm of economic development and of the transhumanistic paradigm.

The essential characteristics of the transhumanistic paradigm are directly connected with specific views of a major group of scientists, politicians and businessmen regarding the nature, capacities and functions of a human being in the technologically united globalised society. Particularly, the representatives of this school of thought, as the problem researchers, specifically D. A. Anikin, mention, “refuse from any dogmatic treatment of human existence (first of all, religious ones); they understand the scientific knowledge development as a pre-requisite for technological and biological improvement of human; they perceive a human individual not as a final evolution product but as a transition stage on the way from biological individual to the clot of information and cybernetic fields and supreme intelligence”. In the quoted opinion of D. A. Anikin, virtually, the transhumanism is a strive to overcome the limitation of human by his physiological features, a perception of the individual as an essence potentially unlimited in its development” [3].

In the same time, the other categorically minded researchers of the essence of the transhumanistic paradigm of the globalised society social and economic development under the Industry 4.0 speak out even more frankly, at this highlighting that they draw from the experts’ opinion. They assert that “the very realisation of the eugenic idea: to create a ‘superhuman’ by means of ‘enhancement’ of a nowadays human in fact is the main goal of all the technological activities, whereas the rest is just a cover-up” (emphasis our own) [12]. Under these conditions, without understanding of the dialectic of evolution patterns of system of motivation towards intellectual labour and working ethics in the process of transformation of economic and social systems in the context of regional and universal civilisation, it is practically impossible to identify not only distant but also the nearest trends in forming the paradigm and models of effective use of intellectual potential of hired workers, entrepreneurs, successful functioning of national states and supranational institutions under the fourth industrial revolution and globalised society.

2.3. Economic policy vs interests

The economic policy of any state is being formed in first turn by the political forces that are currently in power. The interests and power of various civil society structures, social groups, national traditions and lifestyles, after all, ambitions of separate politicians make a significant impact on such policies and the means of its realisation. However, all the above mentioned active subjects that influence the shaping of one or another economic policy goals, as well as the means of their realisation, should, if they really wish to satisfy their needs and interests, base their plans on recognition and accounting for political and economical realities emerging in the country and in the world. These are political and economic realities which define the starting opportunity level for outlining the system of strategic and tactical goals, making decisions on these matters, as well as the level and scope of compromises which the politicians, ruling establishment of state and the society have to reach for the best use of available resources and potential opportunities of the economy in meeting the interests of the stakeholder groups and population strata. Disregard of such politic and economic realities and needs, an erroneous paradigm of the goal setting and means to achieve them, will, under any conditions, result not only in loss of control over the situation but also in emergence of entropy and chaos signs in the economic and social system of the state, region, etc.

The results of the economic policy of Ukraine in the 90s of the 20th century (as well as at the beginning of the 21st century) can serve as a bright example that confirms such our opinions and conclusions. First, the transitional state of society of the post-socialist countries, including Ukraine, required particularly careful analysis of political and economic legacy which they had received after the collapse of the socialist economic system, i. the collapse of the USSR. This is because this very legacy had mainly defined that political, economic and social realities, on the basis of which, in fact, the paradigm of independent economic policy for future economic and social
development might have been shaped, without backing on paradigmatic principles of the “Washington consensus”. Secondly, in a political sense, coming-into-being of Ukraine’s independence meant, in the first turn, escape from under the all-powerful hand of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union with its monopolistic dictate regarding how to live, what to do and for whom. Now dozens of political parties united into various pre-election blocks and fronts are taking part in the elections to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. But can we affirm that such an element of adverse political legacy as a political monopoly, strive for a sole power is a thing of the past? Unfortunately, there no grounds for drawing such a conclusion.

2.4. Paradigmatic thinking inertia

At the same time, it should be emphasised that the paradigmatic thinking inertia, protraction of the process of revaluation of a real paradigmatic efficiency of the theory which serves as a basis for identification of patterns, trends and directions for economic and social development of the society under dynamic globalisation and fourth industrial revolution, namely neoliberalism, are dangerous in the scientific environment to the same degree as the inertia of Keynesianism and the neoKeynesianism in the struggle of scientific schools in the former period. Such an inertia in the community of scientific practitioners who perceive and evaluate in the sufficiently realistic way all the broadness, complexity and deepness of changes occurring in economic, social, political, spiritual life of individual countries and regions under the society globalisation, but do not notice the limitations of neoliberal theory with its principles of autonomation and atomisation of an individual as an economic agent, reasoning his existence based exclusively on the grounds of purely market economy, asociality, etc., which, in fact, closes the prospect for shaping of efficient economic and social policy of development in the era of globalism based on the unified humanistic principles.

2.5. Key principles of the economic policy for the development

The essential among those principles, in our opinion, should be the following ones: 1) shaping the economy of outrunning, and thus, innovative kind of development; 2) use of such (innovative) kind of development in order to provide conditions and needs for self-development of an individual and the society; 3) ensuring conditions for the world ecological system self-reproduction; 4) creation of real mechanisms for ensuring not only the market equity but also the social fairness about which some economic theorists say that it does not exist in the nature of economic and social relations.

At the same time, it should be appropriate to recall that it was Charles de Gaulle, prominent politician of the 20th century who worded the principles of the economic development policy for Europe which, we believe, are defining under the economic globalisation based on the fourth industrial revolution: first, he treated the progress as public ownership. Particularly, when speaking before the German youth in 1962, the politician advanced the slogan: Progress for Europe is for everyone! Ch. De Gaulle believed that the economic progress should not fall to the share of few. Secondly, the leader of France asserted, society needs a strong Europe.

It is worth noting that for some time after the second world war the basis of the paradigm of wording of economic policy of development, particularly in European states, consisted of theoretical recommendations of economic science, specifically, from such schools as the neoKeynesianism, with its vision of the state’s role and functions in the economic life of society, and the ordoliberalism, a kind of neoliberalism with a focus on search of ways for solving social contradictions between major subjects of economic life on the grounds of dialectic combination of market fairness and social fairness. However, with the increasing dynamics of the processes of scientific and technological progress combining and formation of a new, post-industrial, informational type of technological mode of manufacturing increases, a paradoxical situation has occurred: real technical and technological opportunities to solve the social and economic contradictions in the society was growing bigger, but the results in the elimination of such contradictions were growing fewer.

In our opinion, one of the key reasons for this paradox is the paradigmatic orientation of theoretical economic research toward the principles of the neoliberalism.

3. Neoliberalism and post-neoliberalism: contradictions of the economic policy paradigm

3.1. The limitations of the neoliberalism as the economic policy paradigm

As we have already marked in our previous publications, the basis for the paradigm of research of an individual’s economic behaviour within the object field of the neoliberalism, i.e., the mainstream, consists of the principles ensuring revealing of the most rational forms and instruments of such behaviour in the economic activity from the perspective of getting the maximum benefit. These principles, in modern critics’ opinion, are founded on the correspondent value orientations, in particular, such as: an “uncontrolled market” is the only way to express one’s own “small selfish interests”, “the state has to be small”, financial speculations are benefits, inequity is also a benefit; humanity in its natural state represents a handful of relentless individuals competing with each other”. “The main message of neoliberalism”, as J. Markoff believes, is that “there is no alternative to it” [9]. Such paradigmatic orientation of the neoliberalism has started to define — and continues to define nowadays — the paradigmatic basis for the economic policy of the leading states of the world, which principles, in conditions
of swift globalisation, are disseminated and accepted by the politicians of the majority of countries, including post-socialist countries and emerging economies. Unfortunately, now (in 2019) some members of the new President of Ukraine’s team have started to actively promote the ideas of libertarianism which one of the leading modern theorists, Jeffrey Sachs named an “extremist philosophy” because, in his opinion, it proclaims that “the only moral value is liberty, which means the right of everyone for non-interference in his personal life from the side of others and of the state”. The scientist highlights: “in that philosophy, known as libertarianism, the individuals”: 1) “have absolutely no responsibility other than to respect the liberty and property of others”; 2) “America should be governed not by social responsibilities but by free-market forces and voluntary private contracts”; 3) Taxes should be slashed to the minimum” as “taxation almost does not differ from the state harassment”. Jeffrey Sachs, reasoning his position, states the following: “Libertarians aim to absolve the rich of any social responsibilities toward the rest of society”. At the same time, as the scientist is sure, “We also know from experience and moral tradition, that although liberty is indeed an important value, it’s not the only one that counts”, and, “When libertarians deride the idea of social fairness as just one more nuisance, they unleash greed. J. Sachs draws the essential conclusion: “The kind of unconstrained greed that is now loose in America is leading not to real liberty but to corporate criminality and deceit; not to democracy but to politics dominated by special interests. This unconstrained greed is leading not to prosperity but to income stagnation for much of the population and to untold riches at the very top” [14]. Perhaps our young politicians should first make a detailed acquaintance of the world theory and practice as well as of the libertarianism role in generating and deepening of economic and social contradictions in the modern society, and after that to decide whether it is expedient to speak out the support to this odious and politicised concept. After all, the country even has not started to recover yet from the Ukrainian libertarianism model which acted in 2014-2019. This is a clear illustration of direct dependency (unfortunately, not always positive) between the economic theory quality, its relevance toward needs and requirements of the mankind development in the given historical period of its existence, the quality of subjective thinking, quality, i.e., relevance, of strategic goals they formulate, as well as of the economic policy instruments and the level of meeting the interests of all social groups in separate countries and in globalised society as a whole. In fact, a situation has arisen when the leading scientific school of modern economic theory — liberalism — has proceeded from performing purely cognitive and conceptual functions to explicitly political ones, thus sanctifying the paradigm of the economic policy based on exclusively rational behaviour in the interest of separate social groups or separate groups of countries with “scientific arguments” [10].

### 3.2. Post-neoliberal economic policy paradigm and its social principles

The paradigmatic neoliberalism principles noted above, in our opinion, have a key essential weakness: the proponents of this theory formulate them by analysing only the current institutional state of economy and society, albeit dominating at present. However, the systemic-philosophical, interdisciplinary approaches, etc. imply the need, when researching any phenomena or processes, “to see the tree for the forest”, i.e. to follow the principle “no detail is too small”, to forecast future states, relations, changes. Such comprehension of the research principles requires to regard the economy not as a set, static state of value orientations shaped by neoliberals but also as a complex variety of possible contradictions that lead to the destruction of the mainstream model principles of market economic system functioning. After all, the substantial basis of the economic policy founded on the neoliberalism principles will entail (and does entail on an increasing scale) the inequality deepening and, consequently, society polarisation, unemployment growth and transformation of part of active population into “precariat”— a new dangerous class [22], and, in the end, lead to the need in even harsher intervention of the state into economic development regulation processes in order to prevent a systemic entropy. Perhaps, this is the reason why in some countries a post-neoliberal economic policy paradigm is quickly formed with a focus on the change of authority’s stance to the poor, on building a social consensus which respects the requirements of growth and business interest and is sensitive to the challenges of poverty and society [4].

### 4. GROWTH OF ECONOMY CAPACITIES

#### 4.1. Growth of Inequality and Unfairness Under the Industry 4.0: why?

Among the other reasons of the paradox of disparity between the growth of real capacities of economy and growth dynamics of social inequality and social unfairness already in the 21st century, the researchers point out the following ones: globalisation, technological changes (including those in the field of information and communication technologies), financial service sector growth, change of labour remuneration standards, diminishing of the trade unions role, rolling back of the policy of income redistribution by means of the system of tax and transfers [1]. Some of the stated inequality growth reasons such as technological changes and globalisation, at least, at the given historical stage of their deployment, set at the gaze, as they, in our opinion, due to growing need in
intellectual production and intellectual labour, agricultural sector products, etc. might be beneficial for reducing social unfairness and social inequality creating a new field of opportunities both for specific countries and for an individual. Thereby, to ascribe technological changes and globalisation to the reasons of aggravations of such contradictions means, to the best of our belief, to recognise the unfairness of the very socio-economic set-up, both within separate countries and in a whole globalised society.

By the way, it is worth noting that Antony Atkinson, a respected authority in research of revenue and wealth distribution problems, the one of few Western researchers who when analysing problems and reasons of inequality growth in the globalised 21st-century society does realise existing of the problem of limitation of traditional for the modern economic theory arguments characterising the reasons of inequality growth and unfairness in the modern capitalist society. In his recent monograph (Inequality—What Can Be Done, 2018) A. Atkinson poses the question: Why is it possible, and how to get rid of it? A certain outline of the answer can be seen in his reflections regarding the reasons of revenue inequality reduction “in a range of European countries” “in first post-WWII decades” and of its precipitous growth in the last decade of the 20th century and at the beginning of the 21st century [1].

4.2. The Commitment of the Economic Policy of Development to a Human-centric Paradigm as a Requirement in Overcoming Inequality

Among these reasons, the scientist points out, in the first turn, the following ones: in Atkin’s opinion, in the first case, the dominating after second world war economic policy paradigm based on the concepts of the social market economy and a welfare state favoured to the reduction of inequality. Respectively, as the researcher marks, in this period, a common welfare state developed and the social security system, which have been financed albeit partially at the expense of progressive revenue taxation” [1]. Besides, as the researcher believes, “distribution of such components of income as wage and capital income became less unequal” [1]. Meanwhile, as the quoted author states, “As the size of the dependent population increased, so the distribution of market incomes (earnings, self-employment income, rent, dividends, interest, and private pensions and other private transfers) became more unequal” [1]. For this reason, starting from the 80s, of the 20th century, the state has lost a capability to “fight” with expanding inequality of market incomes, often “as a result of political decisions aiming to reduce the allowances as well as the portion of the population entitled to them” [1]. At this particular time, the u-turn occurs toward shaping the principles and paradigm of economic policy on the basis of neoliberalism. If in the first case we can see an increasing role of the state in support of market economy orientation toward a human-centric paradigm whereas in the second one orientation is towards the freedom of an individual, although we can rather speak of collective individuals like corporations, etc. The state has been partially removed from ensuring the economic development orientation on the basis of the human-centric paradigm and partly voluntarily transferred its social functions to the private capital — large corporations. These were the conditions under which the thesis regarding the social responsibility of business had been shaped and is also being actively utilised nowadays. However, in private business much depends on market conditions, on risks arising from the competitive fighting. Thus, a business cannot, even if it wishes to, bear full-fledged social responsibilities which, on the top of it, should be permanent. In our opinion, this should be a prerogative of such systemic institutions as state and society.

Thus, the global transformations under the Industry 4.0 relating the choice of the methodological paradigm of economic development policy, should be based on the following principles and tasks [6]:

- consider the peculiarities of global processes transformation resulting from the fourth industrial revolution when defining the economic policy of national states development;
- recognition by the governments and politicians of the unavoidability of changes concerning the Economy Model 4.0 and, respectively, tuning the economic policy of the state to adaptation and considering of segmental interests of society, an individual and business groups, to the social stabilisation and consensus;
- finding the mechanisms minimising the influence of subjective beliefs of politicians and government officials on the choice and shaping of the development economic policy in the matters of ensuring the scientific substantiation of such policy instead of accommodating to the dominating theoretical paradigm of the neoliberal economy;
- finding the concordance between increasing capacities of the Economy 4.0 and controversial influence of the fourth industrial revolution upon the individual and society;
- ensuring the correspondence between rising economy capabilities and human-centric and transhumanistic values of the society, prevention of social and economic inequality deepening and of wealth divide through revealing of additional opportunities and modern socio-economic instruments of policy;
- prevention of individual’s subjugation by technology, and, inversely, the liberation of human from excessive work, creation of conditions for creative evolution of an individual, full unlocking of an individual’s intellectual and creative potential;
- mitigating the contradictions between financial and industrial capital, and therefore between a corporate individual with neoliberal management logic and a person (citizen, worker); prevention of deepening asymmetry in the process of concordance of interests of key economy agents towards the interest of financial and industrial capital, market interest;
- ensuring realisation of an objective logic and human-centric values of economic development under the Industry 4.0 instead of subjective judgements of politicians, power holders, government officials regarding content of such
development, based of the level of their knowledge and education, subjective experience which may be and is dangerous, creates chaos and entropy processes; consequently overcoming the inertia of their paradigmatic thinking;

- facilitating the development of post-neoliberal thinking of politicians and government officials and all the subjects of economic life;
- recognition of advantages of differences and diversity, pluralism of thoughts and approaches in the economy;

5. CONCLUSION

It is worth noting that namely pragmatic, purely economic approach to search of solutions for the problems becoming acute both for poor and rich countries of the world (which constitutes a limitation of neoliberalism as a basis for shaping the modern paradigm of economic science research and paradigm of modern economic policy) called into being the process of re-actualisation of the modern political economy. The latter one, when analysing socio-economic problems and contradictions of the globalised world, offers a qualitatively new paradigm which basic principles are: first, revealing at the categorial, conceptual and institutional levels of main principles and laws of movement of economic systems, national and global economies (in certain societal and institutional forms of their manifestation), and, secondly, identifying the nature of key factors forming beliefs of a specific individual — subject of economic relationship, practitioner, society regarding the nature of substantial fundamentals of dialectics of economic systems movement.

Solving such kind of tasks presumes a substantiation of objective nature and forms of manifestation of dialectics of interdependence of the general and the specific (in the given case this refers to the society and market, etc.) on the one hand, and of dialectics of coming into being and development of entire range of paradigms in the philosophical approaches to the principles of interaction and mutual influence of the society and economy, particularly of the modern society and modern market economy, on the other hand [6]. The basis of such a paradigm of the laws of functioning of the modern economy and society from the perspective of ensuring of their systemic dialectical unity is formed, as we believe, by the objectively key principles of its value orientation: intellectualisation, morality, spirituality, responsibility, social unity of subjects of economic and public life, focus on ensuring optimal balance of market and social fairness at micro- and macrolevel and so on.
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- prevention of abuse and speculations in decision making regarding the economic policy which should contribute to the development of all groups of interest, business, individual and state and not to obstruct it.
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